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Process Machinery

by Dave Singer,
Wabash MPI

Top knockdown press feature
requested by shaft seal manufacturer
Federal-Mogul of Athens, AL, needed a press able to remove
the company’s shaft seal parts after they were pressed. Failing
to find a company offering such a press, Federal-Mogul turned
to Wabash MPI for help in designing such a machine. The facility in Athens already utilizes several Wabash presses. Wabash was able to design a press with the top knockdown/part
discharge feature Federal-Mogul needed to produce these
shaft seals.
Federal-Mogul supplies products and services worldwide
to original equipment manufacturers who use those components in vehicles and automotive systems, as well as to aftermarket customers selling replacement parts in repair shops and
retail outlets. Federal-Mogul Athens (Federal-Mogul) is part
of the corporation’s sealing systems division. This division
provides sealing solutions for complete engine, transmission
and driveline systems, including sealing and NVH modules,
LEM and MLS cylinder head gaskets, thermal acoustic protection and dynamic seals. Several other facilities in North

America and facilities located in Italy, Hungary and China are
also part of the sealing division.
Federal-Mogul needed a press that was able to remove the
seals once they were made using a top knockdown/part discharge feature. “Product design dictated that we had to have
this feature on the presses and we were looking all around for
it,” said Marvin Johnson, project engineer at Federal-Mogul.
They were unable to find a machine with the features it needed, so it approached Wabash MPI about designing one.
Wabash supplied two new vacuum shroud presses to Federal-Mogul, meeting the facility’s needs with a top knockdown
feature, which knocks the dynamic seals from the surplate.
The presses mold various elastomer compounds, dependent
upon the product and application, to a metal insert. Operators
use loading boards to load the “metals” and elastomer preforms into the press cavities. After the molding cycle, an eject
plate automatically shuttles in and removes the molded parts
from the cavities. This shuttle assembly accommodates all of

Figure 1 - Wabash press at Federal Mogul
Athens

Figure 2 - new press interface enhancements were integrated into the
control features of the new presses
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Figure 3 - interlocked guarding around the
presses protects employees during operation

Federal-Mogul’s molds and adjusts for a wide range of positions. The shroud style vacuum chamber also accommodates
all of the company’s molds. Post molding operations are then
used to machine, assemble and complete the seal for use.
Start-up with these presses was successful, with very few
press or function issues; and the equipment has offered very
good quality results. “The big thing is, Wabash came down
here. They sent engineers down to help us get started up,”
Johnson said. “And once we got through that start-up cycle,
we haven’t had to go back and work on these presses.”
The presses offer improved safety features with screening
to fully guard the molding area as the shuttle plate traverses in
and out, and shuttles up and down. They are equipped with
access doors to allow for set-up, changeovers, maintenance
and repairs. These presses also feature new PLC controls with
color touchscreen for pressure, temperature and position control. “In the past, we’ve had to make modifications to control
systems in order to accommodate changing standards, and that
is one of the big changes this time,” stated Johnson. “We had
to change the PLC controllers because those that had previously been used were now obsolete.”
This Federal-Mogul facility actually has 12 Wabash presses
total, including the two latest presses. The other Wabash
presses produce seals with similar designs and applications to
the new presses, but each project the company receives may
call for a different shape or rubber, so small differences are
common. And although the new vacuum shroud presses were
built specifically for the current shaft seal parts, they can run
any of the molds from the facility’s other Wabash presses.
Federal-Mogul and Johnson initially worked with Wabash
around 1995 to replace some of its older presses which
needed to be continually rebuilt, and whose manufacturer was
no longer in business. Federal-Mogul began to look for new
molding presses in the same size range as its previous machines and found Wabash MPI. Federal-Mogul’s experience
with Wabash has been positive and the company has continued to work with Wabash since those first presses. “They
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Figure 4 - press with top knockdown/part
discharge feature removes shaft seal parts
after they are pressed

were willing to work with us to get the issues, as we found
them, corrected and improved as we’ve gone through the
years,” stated Johnson.
Federal-Mogul had done some of its own improvements to
several of their press controls and collaborated with Wabash to
integrate those improvements into the control features of the
two latest presses. Using the first presses as a template, and
after years of working with the presses, Johnson and FederalMogul were able to work together with Wabash on the controls
and their screens to enable these improvements.
Wabash MPI presses provided the features Federal-Mogul
Athens required to efficiently produce shaft seals with good
quality results and easy start-up. “Many times you have a lot
of stages where it’s really glitchy, but these presses aren’t
glitchy at all,” said Nick Grilliot, mold engineer at FederalMogul. “They’re very sound and are able to perform and perform well.”
Wabash is an international manufacturer and supplier of
standard and custom hydraulic presses, including compression
molding presses, liquid injection molding, vacuum molding,
transfer molding, ASTM, composite molding, laboratory and
research and development presses. All electric compression
presses are also offered and are suited for performance in a
laboratory or production floor. Wabash provides standard,
special application and custom presses to meet customers'
specific requirements.
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WABASH hydraulic presses for co
molding, bonding, trimming a

Genesis Series Hydraulic Presses
15 to 150 ton models for compression molding, super plastic molding,
bonding and laminating. Genesis
presses provide versatility and
performance with economy.

Vantage Series Hydraulic Presses
200 to 1000 ton capacity for a wide
variety of manufacturing functions
including compression molding,
bonding and laminating.

C-Frame Open Clamp Presses
15 to 150 ton capacity models
permit long workpieces to extend
on both sides of the clamp.
They are used for molding and
encapsulating cables, connectors
and other components.

Plastic ASTM Test Sample Molding Presses Genesis model G30HASTM is designed to produce polyethylene test samples in accordance
with ASTM D4703, Procedure C.

Composite Molding Presses
For thermoset curing, or trim
presses for flash removal or die
cutting of sheet materials, 15 to 500
ton clamp capacity.

Transfer Molding Presses
For molding and encapsulating
rubber or plastic parts, 30 to 450
ton capacity.

Rely on WABASH presses for every need...
Over the years, WABASH has accepted, and
accomplished, the challenge of designing
standard and special presses for industry worldwide. WABASH MPI manufactures presses to meet
nearly every production requirement. Parts and
service are readily available on all WABASH presses.
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All are manufactured in the U.S.A. Ask your WABASH
MPI representative to show you installations
of WABASH presses performing productively in
your area. Our customers are accustomed to the
reliable performance and low maintenance
requirements of their WABASH presses.
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or compression and transfer
ng and laminating.

Vacuum Molding and Laminating
Presses 30 to 400 ton capacity,
presses for evacuation of air and
volatiles during processing.
Larger custom sizes are available.

Electric Compression Molding
Presses All-electric presses
available in a clamping force of up to
30 tons. Suited for both production
and lab environments. Clean and
quiet operation, improved energyefficiencies and greater precision/
reliability over hydraulic presses.

Rubber ASTM Test Sample
Molding Presses Genesis model
G50H-19 is designed to vulcanize
rubber sheets for material property
testing in accordance with ASTM
D3182.

Carver Laboratory Presses
12 to 100 ton capacity, for every
application, with an extensive line
of accessories.

Carver Auto Series Presses Automatic electrically powered benchtop
presses for the laboratory or R & D
facility, 15 to 30 ton capacity.

Custom Engineered Hydraulic
and Electric Presses Available
to meet your specific requirements.

WABASH MPI

That’s one of the many reasons they return to
WABASH when their business warrants additional
machines. We’ve been building them that way
for over 50 years. For more information on any of
our presses, see your WABASH MPI representative
or visit our website, call, fax or e-mail us.
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1569 Morris St., P.O. Box 298
Wabash, IN 46992-0298 U.S.A.
Phone: 260-563-1184 • Fax: 260-563-1396
E-mail: wabashmpi@corpemail.com
www.wabashmpi.com
®
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